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Research Spotlight  
Oriental Wisdom Shall Have a Place in Boardroom 

In a recent seminar held by Fudan University’s School of Management, with a bearing also 

on the interplay between Oriental and Western schools of management philosophies, the view 

of oriental wisdom’s taking a place in boardroom was endorsed by many attended scholars.  

Indeed, few Oriental management thinkers can be mentioned in the same breath as these two 

personalities. But the reality is, East Asia’s history is filled with examples of businesses 

thriving on the basis of Oriental thought.  

For instance, the teachings of Inamori Kazuo, founder of the Japanese electronics and solar 

panel maker Kyocera, continue to inspire Asian companies’ spectacular rise to global 

prominence. And as Chinese companies have come to represent an ever larger share of the 

Fortune 500 list, the role Oriental wisdom plays in their ascent is of increasing significance to 

the world. 

“For a long time, there was an academic fixation on Western management knowledge 

because of the West’s economic dominance,” said Su Yong, director of the Institute of 

Oriental Management, a research entity affiliated with the school. Although Western 

management science is a well-developed system of jargon, theories and case studies, it is no 

panacea for all kinds of problems that arise in corporate governance, Su told the audience. 

In his opinion, the 2008 financial crisis was a rude awakening that exposed the 

ineffectualness of Western management philosophy in dealing with some of the worst fallout 

of the crisis. 

 

 (Source from Shanghai Daily)   

 

Campus News 
Shanghai University Flood Prevention Special Security Inspection 

Committee Inspects Fudan 

On Jun. 24th, led by Inspector Shen Yongming, Shanghai University Flood Prevention 

Special Security Inspection Committee visited Fudan. Prof. Xu Zheng, Vice Chancellor of 

Fudan, Director of Flood and Typhoon Prevention Team welcomed the delegation. 



The Inspection committee visited the university logistics department to check the drain line 

of Fudan. Concerning the upcoming typhoon season and potential rainstorms in the following 

months, Vice Chancellor Xu Zheng warned the school flood prevention team to have plans 

prepared. Inspector Shen Yongming acknowledged the operability of Fudan’s solutions to the 

problem of heavy rains in Shanghai, and also reminded the Fudan flood prevention team to be 

aware of the locative features of rainstorms this year in Shanghai and take according actions. 

Having visited the pump station of Fudan Handan Campus, the monitoring center and several 

related places, Inspector Shen Yongming was quite satisfied with the flood prevention work 

Fudan has done.  

 

 (Source from Fudan Homepage)   

 

China ABC 
A Brief Introduction to Beijing Opera 

 Beijing Opera is the quintessence of China. The largest Chinese opera form, it is extolled as 

'Oriental Opera'. Having a history of 160 years, it has created many 'firsts' in Chinese dramas: 

the abundance of repertoires, the number of artists, opera troupes and spectators. 

Beijing Opera is developed from absorbing many other dramatic forms, mostly from the local 

drama ‘Huiban’ (opera and drama communities from Anhui Province) which was popular in 

South China during the 18th century. It is a scenic art integrating music, performance, 

literature, aria, and face-painting. Certain rules are set up and regulations are standardized 

during many artists' long practice on stage. Different from regional plays, it is stricter on the 

variety of the workmanship. The combination of virtual and reality - a special technique of 

expression, keeps it largely free from the restriction of time and space on stage performance.  

Four Means of Artistic Presentation 

Beijing Opera presents dramatic plays and figures mainly by infusing four artistic methods: 

singing, dialogue, dancing and material art. Singing is utilized to intensify the appeal of the 

art by all kinds of tones. Dialogue is the complement of singing which is full of musical and 

rhythm sensation. Dancing refers to the body movements requiring high performing skills. 

Martial art is the combination and transformation of traditional Chinese combat exercises 

with dances. 

Title Roles in Beijing Opera Performance 

Sheng (male roles): 

A common name of male characters and composed of Lao Sheng and Xiao Sheng. Lao Sheng 

refers to the middle-aged or senior citizens with a beard who acts as the decency figure; for 



example, Zhuge Liang (a famous politician in late Eastern Han Dynasty) in ‘Empty City 

Scheme’. Xiao Sheng means young man without a beard. Zhang Sheng (literally meaning: 

Mr.Zhang) in ‘The Story of the West Room’ is a representative of Xiao Sheng for his role 

acts as the young male tittle role in this romantic story. 

     
Middle: Zhuge Liang, a typical role of Lao Sheng                Right: Mr.Zhang, a Xiao Sheng role in this romantic story 

 
Dan (female roles): 

The general name for female characters can be divided into four various parts: Zhengdan, 

Huadan, Laodan, and Wudan.  

Zhengdan is also called ‘Qingyi’, who mainly plays the part of the strong-minded middle-

aged woman who behaves elegantly.  

 

The Beijing opera master Mei Lanfang played ‘Yang Guifei’, acting as a typical Zhengdan role. 

 

Huadan refers to little girls who often live in the bottom of society, while they always have 

lively personalities. Laodan refers to the senior woman.  



 

 

A Huadan ‘Hong niang’ (left) and Laodan ‘Fu Ren’ (right) in the romantic opera ‘The Story of the West Room’. In this story, 

the Huadan’s personality is smart and rebellious, while the Laodan (old lady) behaves conservative and autocratic. 

 

Wudan indicates the female who is good at fighting. 

 
The Wudan ‘Mu Guiying’ is a female general in Chinese series folktales ‘Women Generals of the Yang Family’.  

 



Recommended Events  
06 Aug. Tur.     Topic: The Performing Art of Female Roles (Dan Roles) in Beijing Opera 

    14:00            Speaker: Gu Yiping, Professor of Shanghai Theatre Academy 

Venue: Center of Activity, Shanghai Museum 

             Booking Link:  http://www.shanghaimuseum.net/education/show/show-

content?activityId=627 
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